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PC - finding
keyboard
shortcuts

Smart shoes, rollerskate
type hybrid

Graphic Design for
the home User

Canva

Previous Show In Your Neighbourhood - James Wray

Prompts ● Call 9398 3100
● Text
● Show notes - magooit.com.au

Next Shows ● Rockaria with The Frankinator and Friends from 3-6pm
● 4th Dimension until 9pm

Ep 27
25 Mar 2023

Tips & Tricks: Checking
the wifi signal

A new segment -
Something for Nothinʼ :
Borrow Box

App of the week:
Medicare

Listener
Question: What
is EasyPark

Music Theme:
Gratitude

Music Theme This Week Music Theme - Beatles Covers

(B) Something - Elvis (live at the Honolulu International Centre and via satelite) (Beatles 1969)

Elvis Presley made television and entertainment history with his Elvis: Aloha from Hawaii - Via
Satellite special. Performed at the Honolulu International Center Arena on January 14, 1973,
broadcast live at 12:30 AM Hawaiian time. It beamed via Globecam Satellite to Australia, South
Korea, Japan, Thailand, the Philippines, South Vietnam and other countries. It was seen on a
delayed basis in around thirty European countries including in America on April 4th on NBC. The
live broadcast in January attracted 91.8% in the Philippines and 70% in Hong Kong. In America it
attracted 51% of the television viewing audience, and was seen in more American households
than man’s first walk on the moon. In all, it was seen in about forty countries by over one billion
people.
It was very expensive to rent a satellite for one hour, so Colonel Parker (Elvis’s Manager) went to
NBC, because they owned the satellite: they cut the deal and it was the first one. Ever.
Elvis was a nervous wreck, but it went perfectly. His biggest concern was the timing because the
satellite provided a fixed end time. Joe Esposito was at the side of the stage with a flashlight and
he flashed the light to let Elvis know he had ten minutes left. The whole performance was for
charity and merchandise sales went to a local charity for cancer research.

(A) Bette Midler - 1992 In My LIfe (Beatles 1965)

According to Lennon, "In My Life" was his "first real major piece of work" because it was the first
time he wrote about his own life. In 2000, Mojo named "In My Life" the best song of all time.

(B) We Can Work It Out 1971 (Stevie Wonder) (Beatles 1965).
Stevie Wonder performed the song three times for the Beatles:

- For Paul McCartney in 1990 when McCartney was presented with a Grammy Lifetime
Achievement Award.

- In 2010, after McCartney was awarded the Gershwin Prize by the Library of Congress, he
performed it at a White House ceremony held in McCartney's honour.

- And in January 2014, at the 50th anniversary tribute of the Beatles' appearance on The Ed
Sullivan Show.

https://www.elvis.com.au/coloneltomparker/
https://www.elvis.com.au/presley/video-audio.shtml
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mojo_magazine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammy_Lifetime_Achievement_Award
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammy_Lifetime_Achievement_Award
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gershwin_Prize
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library_of_Congress
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_House
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ed_Sullivan_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ed_Sullivan_Show


(B) With A Little Help From My Friends 1969 (Joe Cocker)

Used as the theme for the TV show Wonder Years during the 1980s and 1990s

(B) Lady Madonna - Tommy Emmanuel
10 May 2023, 8:00 pm, Perth Concert Hall, Perth, WA
“Every day I am trying to play better than yesterday. I am not focused on fame and money. It is all
nice if you have it, but I really hope to place a trail for the younger generation. If they see what I
do, hopefully they are inspired from it. That's how I look at it. Fame and money is all scenery. It is
not spiritual, no personal growth ... I'm looking for something to leave behind.”

(A) Come Together - 1978 Aerosmith (Beatles 1969)

From the film Armageddon

(A) Help! Tina Turner 1984 (Beatles 1965)

(A) Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds (1974 Elton John) (Beatles 1967)

After the media suggested that Lucy In the Sky with Diamonds referenced LSD (initials),
McCartney said “"[I]t's easy to overestimate the influence of drugs on the Beatles' music."
although hi confirmed it was "pretty obvious" drugs did influence some of the group's
compositions at that time.

In 1974, English musician Elton John released a cover version as a single. Recorded at the
Caribou Ranch, it featured backing vocals and guitar by John Lennon under the pseudonym Dr.
Winston O'Boogie (Winston being Lennon's middle name).

(A) Can’t Buy Me Love - Michael Buble (2005) (Beatles 1964)

(A) Strawberry Fields Forever (Candyflip)

(A) Ticket to Ride 1969 - (Beatles 1965)

Became the Carpenters' first charting single

(A) Tomorrow Never Knows (Phil Collins)

(B) All You Need Is Love (Katy Perry)

… has released a cover for a new Gap holiday advertisement.

In an Instagram post, Perry noted that appearing in the ad marked a full-circle moment for her.
“From folding sweatshirts at Gap to 20 years later starring in the holiday campaign dreams do
come true!” Proceeds from the song will benefit @baby2baby’s mission to provide basic
essentials to children living in poverty across the country,” Perry wrote.

12:00 Disclaimer and studio cutover (if required)

BUMPER Intro and voiceover

Welcome, intro and any special chit chat

SONG Elvis

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elton_John
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caribou_Ranch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Lennon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_name


1 TIPS & TRICKS - RECAP

Last Time Moving App icons on your home screen and other screens

iPhone
● Long press - edit home screen or extra long press and wait for wiggle
● Drag one wiggling app over another andwait to create folders
● Move folders and apps between pages by going to the edge
● Move folders and apps on/off the quick launch bar

Android
● Long press - hold then move

SONG

ADS

2 TIPS & TRICKS - SOMETHING NEW

This Time Keyboard Shortcuts

Windows

CTRL ALT
Start Menu

F Find (on page) TAB Switch open apps TAB Open Apps view

C Copy PrtScr Capture Screen D Show hide Desktop

V Paste X Quick Links

X Cut L Lock

Z Undo Arrows Screen splitting

In Browser Window

T New Browser Tab

W Close Browser Tab

N New Browser

SONG

STINGER NEWS



3 NEWS 1 - Smart Shoes
Connected footwear as they’re tagged can analyse running style, determine if there is any strain, measure
your balance and impact pressure and ultimately make recommendations to support the goals you set for
training. Some can also actively morph to some degree increasing or decreasing firmness as well as
adjusting lace tension.
Rather than whole shoe solutions, smart insoles are also evolving to provide the smarts for existing shoes.

If that’s not enough, the shoe folk have also been refining wheeled shoes or hybrid Roller Skates as they
are sometimes called. Walk Wing shoes allow you to quickly convert from walking to running to skating with
the flick of a switch… and they are making AI powered shoes that are motor assisted and learn your
walking style. See the show notes for more info https://youtu.be/qe4CHWulnDs

STINGER NEWS 2 - Telstra Scam
“Have you received an unexpected email from Telstra asking you to complete a form to avoid disruption or
cancellation of your service? Be wary – it may be a scam!” ACMA (Australian Communications and Media
Authority) is aware of an emerging email scam that uses Telstra’s branding and advises recipients to
complete a KYC (Know Your Customer) compliance form.

The email falsely advises that this is
required due to a new ACMA policy.
If you’ve received this email do not
download or open the attachment or
any links in the message.

If you are in any doubt about whether
an email you have received from
Telstra is genuine, contact Telstra via
its publicly available contact details or
verified app.

STINGER NEWS 3 - IWhat is your unique snoring signature?
Snoring is a common issue for many people, and the frustration of trying to sleep through it can be difficult
to deal with. While there are a few smartphone apps that can help monitor snoring, their accuracy is often in
question due to outside noise and other sleepers in the bedroom. That’s why researchers from the
University of Southampton are now looking into using machine learning models (read AI) to identify snoring
and coughing accurately.

The researchers are using deep neural networks (complex mathematical modelling) and machine learning
models to recognize the signature sound of snoring and coughing. This would be a huge step forward for
those who struggle with snoring, as the data gathered could help doctors diagnose the underlying cause of
the snoring and provide more effective treatments.

The research is still in its early stages, but it has the potential to be a great help to those who struggle to get
a good night’s sleep due to snoring. It could also be used to identify snoring in other settings, such as in
hospitals, where it’s important to identify potential respiratory issues early on.

https://youtu.be/qe4CHWulnDs


STINGER NEWS 4 - Chat GPT 4
If numbers mean anything the new GPT4 model due to be released next week will be 500 times more
powerful than the current release. If you’re not across all this AI stuff…GPT4 is the latest version of
OpenAI’s large language model, which is trained on vast amounts of online data to generate compelling
responses to user prompts. The rub with this release is that responses to questions can include graphics,
music and video. Can you imagine?
In recent weeks both Microsoft and Google have been criticised for creating these so-called bullshit
generators. Now they are going to add photos and videos to the mix. I for one can’t wait to see what comes
out the other end of a few test questions.

STINGER NEWS 5 - Vinyl wags its tail at CDs
It’s official: vinyl is back. After a 33-year hiatus, vinyl record sales have outperformed CD sales in the United
States for the first time since 1987 according to a new report released by the Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA).

The report found that just over 41 million vinyl records were sold in 2022, to the tune of $1.2bn (£.99bn).
Meanwhile, only 33 million CDs were sold, amounting to $483m. This marked the 16th consecutive year of
growth for record sales, and now accounts for 71% of physical format revenues.

These figures represent a remarkable resurgence in the physical music industry after its muted
performance in 2020 due to the pandemic. Vinyl records have been particularly popular, as they enable
people to enjoy the nostalgia of listening to their favourite music on physical formats.

It looks like vinyl records are here to stay for the foreseeable future, as people rediscover their love for the
classic medium. Whether you’re a collector or a casual fan, it’s clear that vinyl is officially making a
comeback.

SONG
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4a
12:35

DEEP DIVE A - Graphics Design for the home user

What is graphics design and why would you use it?

How to send the right message and get your point across is a captivating way.

● Business Card
● Logo
● Greeting Cards
● Flyers Posters
● Books, photo books

● Newsletter
● Social Media (Memes)
● Video Message
● Website

SONG



5a TECH HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK

March 13, 1986 Microsoft Goes Public

Nearly eleven years after its founding, Microsoft began trading stock on the NASDAQ stock exchange. The initial
share price was set at US$21 dollars a share, raising almost 61 million dollars in a single day.

Mar 13 2012 Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., announced that it was ceasing publication of its print version, the
oldest and longest continually published English-language general print encyclopaedia.

Mar 14 1879 German American physicist Albert Einstein, one of the most creative intellects in human history,
known for his groundbreaking theories of relativity, was born in Ulm, Germany.

5b MUSIC HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK

This week in history (12 Mar) 1948 James Taylor was born , 17 Mar 1919 Nat King Cole was born, and

on this day in 1970 Queen Latifah was born

This week in history (12 Mar) 1933 U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt gave his first fireside chat; the

radio addresses became a source of hope and security for Americans during the Great Depression and

World War II. (Re Banking: Play Clip)

Mar 15 2019 More than 1.5 million students participated in climate change protests around the world as

part of Fridays for Future, a movement started by Swedish environmental activist Greta Thunberg.

18 Mar 1902 Italian operatic tenor Enrico Caruso, one of the first musicians to document his voice on the

gramophone, made his first phonograph recording.

SONG

4b DEEP DIVE B - Software choices
You don’t need to use Adobe products…

Canva is a great web-based free option with paid plans for more features.
Powerpoint, Publisher and even Word from Microsoft can also be used for 90% tasks.

Link to Powerpoint video tutorial https://youtu.be/zm6zua2YET8 check out others.

Quick Canva tutorial…

SONG

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Encyclopaedia-Britannica-English-language-reference-work
https://www.britannica.com/topic/encyclopaedia
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Albert-Einstein
https://www.britannica.com/science/relativity
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Franklin-D-Roosevelt
https://www.britannica.com/event/fireside-chats
https://www.britannica.com/event/Great-Depression
https://www.britannica.com/event/World-War-II
https://www.britannica.com/science/climate-change
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Greta-Thunberg
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Enrico-Caruso
https://www.britannica.com/technology/phonograph
https://www.britannica.com/topic/music-recording
https://youtu.be/zm6zua2YET8


6 IN OUR SOCIALS

Manjimup Show is on right now. A little over 3 hours if you hustle. …
Run by the Warren District Agricultural Society,
4.30-6.30pm Band Sandcastle Main Stage
6.30-8.30pm Music Lightnin Jack Main Stage
8.30pm Fireworks The Oval

Around the Grounds Entertainment includes the:
Lions Train
Beat the Keeper
Old McDonalds Travelling Farm

Ranger Red Zoo - Ranger Red & James Wilson - Tawny Frogmouth (Frank), A couple of Pythons,
Betty The Bettong, a couple of lizards and probably the Tortoise and Magnificent tree frog

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/city-of-gosnells_community-art-exhibition-and-awards-city-activity-70420189
04180740096-IX9D?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/city-of-gosnells_community-art-exhibition-and-awards-city-activity-7042018904180740096-IX9D?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/city-of-gosnells_community-art-exhibition-and-awards-city-activity-7042018904180740096-IX9D?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android


https://www.facebook.com/groups/Armadalewachat/permalink/5889988087752566/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/Armadalewachat/permalink/5889988087752566/
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4c DEEP DIVE C - More Canva

More Canva if necessary

SONG

7 TECH - THE ABSURD

Wine Concierge Service - Jeff (pre recorded answers)

https://interestingengineering.com/transportation/man-from-canada-unlocked-someone-elses-tesla-using-hi
s-app

https://www-cnbc-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.cnbc.com/amp/2023/03/09/miami-condo-insane-luxury-
amenities.html

From CNBC in the socials Ray Parisi takes a look inside Miami condos that are insane with luxury
amenities.

- $22.5 million condo in Miami is
- sandwiched between the Atlantic Ocean and the Intracoastal Waterway, meaning

flow-through apartments deliver two different waterfront views, one for sunset and one for
sunrise.

- Residents get membership at the local Country Club which has 2 golf courses and a giant
waterpark plus access to the nearby private corporate jet center, and there's access to
the 180 feet long dock for their yachts.

- There is a dog retreat where lucky pooches can take in the ocean views while they take tare
of business.

- In another building, the attractions range from an ice skating rink to a Formula One race simulator
and a FlowRider surfing simulator — a wave machine that creates swells for building residents to
surf on.

- But, for the truly absurd imo, At the Porsche Design Tower, in-unit parking is accessed by car
elevator, aka the Dezervator, named after the building's developer Gil Dezer. It whisks residents and
their wheels up to their apartment so they can park steps away from the living room.

SONG
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https://interestingengineering.com/transportation/man-from-canada-unlocked-someone-elses-tesla-using-his-app
https://interestingengineering.com/transportation/man-from-canada-unlocked-someone-elses-tesla-using-his-app
https://www-cnbc-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.cnbc.com/amp/2023/03/09/miami-condo-insane-luxury-amenities.html
https://www-cnbc-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.cnbc.com/amp/2023/03/09/miami-condo-insane-luxury-amenities.html


8 APP OF THE DAY - Airtasker
You can get your tasks done, save yourself hours and get your to-do list completed OR you can be the
Tasker and earn some cash.

1. Describe what you need done
2. Set your budget
3. Receive quotes and pick the best Tasker

Take a look at profiles, ratings, completion rate and reviews to pick the Tasker you’d like to work with. When
the task is done, say thanks by releasing payment and writing a review so everyone can know what a great
job they’ve done.

Public liability insurance is included though the service.

SONG

9 GAME OF THE WEEK - Tetris

Theme Tetris Theme

Many versions available.

Windows Store
Tetrix.net

Android and iOS
Tetris the Official Game

Tetris is a puzzle video game created by Soviet software engineer Alexey
Pajitnov in 1984.

Tetris is primarily composed of a field of play in which pieces of different
geometric forms, called "tetro-minoes", descend from the top of the field.
During this descent, the player can move the pieces left/right and rotate
them until they touch the bottom of the field or land on a piece that had
been placed before it. You cannot slow down the falling pieces nor stop
them, but you can accelerate them in most versions.

Completed lines disappear, in effect moving things down and creating more
space for new tetro-minoes to invade. You can then proceed to fill the
vacated spaces with the new pieces rotating then to hopefully make them fit
this ever evolving puzzle. The game ends when the uncleared lines reach
the top of the playing field. The longer the player can delay max capacity,
the higher their score will be.

Built on simple rules, Tetris established itself as one of the great early video
games. By December 2011, Tetris had sold 202 million copies –
approximately 70 million physical units and 132 million paid mobile game
downloads – making it one of the best-selling video game franchises of all
time.

SONG


